Welcome to Club Revolution Vol. 1 !
Club Revolution Vol 1 is a complex but well organised sample
collection featuring over 2700 premium sounds, painstakingly
produced and selected.
Packed with over 1000 of the phattest, fruitiest club oriented
drums, basses, breakbeats, synth sounds, a massive effect section
and 575 totally fresh floor filling kick-free-loops never heard
before!
This CD covers a wide spectrum of Dance genres including
Trance, Techno, Hardstyle, Electro and Progressive styles.
In detail:
114 Acid Sounds
196 Basses
103 Claps
101 Cutted Sounds
130 Cutted Vocals
295 Cymbals (subdivided into Clave/Rim/Shaker, Closed, Open, Crash, Crash Reverse and Ride)
152 Electro Stuff
311 Kicks (subdivided into Breakbeat, Distorted, Hard, Soft and Sub)
067 Breakbeat Loops
575 Kick-Free Loops (subdivided into Electro, Experimental, Main, Rough & Tonal)
048 Scratches
366 Effects (subdivided into Backward, Boom, Crowd, Hardstyle, Oneshot and Sweeps)
113 Snares
050 Synth Sounds
120 Toms & Percussion
The huge variety of samples is clearly categorised into folders. Loops are provided with bpm information (140
bpm) and tonal sounds assigned to their root keys. Overall simplified access for direct use. WAV format offers all
music software users endless possibilities of application. The CD is of equal interest to both PC and Mac users
and includes EXS and Kontakt 2 files as bonus material which simplifies loading into the common (software)
samplers. Each single bass/acid/synth sample has been mapped to an instrument and can instantly be played over
the keyboard.
Club Revolution Vol 1 offers everything you need for the next floorfiller and will lift your production to the next
level. Setting a true benchmark in terms of sound and sample quality.
German sound wizard 'Oliver Schmitt' the man behind the "REVOLUTION" soundset series brings to you 'Club
Revolution Vol 1'. He continuously offers online up-to-date soundsets on his popular platform
www.sounds-of-revolution.com
Oliver Schmitt already has a massive praise and support from the most influential Dance Music producers on the
planet including Tiesto, Nic Chagall (Cosmic Gate), BT, Markus Schulz, Headstrong, Martin Roth, DJ Shah &
The Thrillseekers to name but a few !
Format: WAV 16 bit, 44.1 kHz , Stereo
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